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Introduction
Essayist is a writing app that enables users to write APA, MLA & Chicago
(Turabian) style papers with ease. Essayist is available for iOS and macOS.
Requires iOS 14.0 or later and macOS 11.0 or later.
Essayist Subscription
All of Essayist’s features can be unlocked with a subscription.
Universal App
Essayist can be used across iOS and macOS with a subscription.
Essayist Read-Only Mode
Read-only mode allows users who don’t have a subscription to still read
essays without access to any of the features.
Support
If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. You can nd
more information in the FAQs.
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iOS
Getting Started
Creating a Document
1. Open Essayist. The Document Browser opens and here you can create a
new essay or open an existing document.
2. Choose “Create Essay” to start a new document.
3. Choose Citation Style. Essayist currently supports APA Student Edition
(American Psychological Association 7th Edition), MLA (Modern Language
Association 8th Edition & 9th Edition), and Chicago Notes/Bibliography
(Turabian 9th Edition) citations styles. Tap on the style you wish to use.
4. A document opens ready for you to start your essay.
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Start Writing - APA
1. There are six elds to be lled out on the title page of the blank document:
Title, Author(s), Af liation, Course, Instructor Name, and Due Date. Once
you ll out the Title section on the title page, the title will automatically
appear on the rst page of the body of the essay.
2. Begin writing your essay in the “Start your essay here…” section on the
second page. Font is automatically set to Times New Roman size 12, line
spacing is double spaced and margins are 1 inch per APA standards.
Start Writing - MLA
1. There are ve elds to be lled out at the top of the blank document:
Student Name, Instructor Name, Course, Due Date, and Title. As you ll out
the Student Name section, Essayist automatically adds your last name to
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the header of each page, along with the page number. All sections are
formatted according to MLA requirements.
2. Begin writing your essay in the “Start your essay here…” section. Font is
automatically set to Times New Roman size 12, line spacing is double
spaced and margins are 1 inch per MLA standards.
Start Writing - Chicago
1. There are four elds to be lled out at the top of the blank document: Title,
Author(s), Course, and Due Date. All sections are formatted according to
Chicago/Turabian requirements.
2. Begin writing your essay in the “Start your essay here…” section on the
second page. Font is automatically set to Times New Roman size 12, line
spacing is double spaced and margins are 1 inch per Chicago standards.
References - APA
When you start a new document there will automatically be a References
page at the bottom of the essay. You do not edit anything on this page.
References are added via the Reference Manager ( rst button on the Menu)
and they will appear perfectly formatted on the References page.
Works Cited - MLA
When you start a new document there will automatically be a Works Cited
page at the bottom of the essay. You do not edit anything on this page.
References are added via the Reference Manager ( rst button on the Menu)
and they will appear perfectly formatted on the Works Cited page.
Bibliography - Chicago/Turabian
When you start a new document there will automatically be a Bibliography
page at the bottom of the essay. You do not edit anything on this page.
References are added via the Reference Manager ( rst button on the Menu)
and they will appear perfectly formatted on the Bibliography page.
Page Numbers
Page numbers are automatically added at the top right of each page.
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Saving a Document
Essayist automatically saves your work.
Closing a Document
You can close an essay by tapping on the X button in the top left corner. You
will be taken to the document browser where you can open a pre-existing
essay or start a new essay.
Renaming a Document
In the document browser double tap the name of a document to rename it or
tap and hold on a document and tap on “Rename."
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Reference Manager
The Reference Manager is where you add, edit and sort sources. The
button at the top of the Menu opens the Reference Manager.

rst

Reference Manager

Adding a Reference
1. Open the Reference Manager.
2. Tap the “+” button in the bottom left corner.
3. A few options will appear of different types of sources you can add. Tap on
“More” if you don’t see the type of source you are looking for in the list.
4. Journal Article and Book have a built-in search feature. Search for the title
of the document and a list will appear. Tap on the document you wish to
cite. The reference will automatically appear in the reference list.
5. Journal Articles and Books can also be added manually by tapping on
“Journal Article” or “Book” and then tapping on “Manual Entry" in the
bottom right corner.
6. Sources can be added manually by lling out the form for a speci c source
type or you have the option to paste the URL of the source at the top of the
form. Essayist will nd information from this URL and create a reference.
7. You can create and format your own references by tapping on “Other”. You
can also paste a formatted reference from another site here. It is important
to ll out all the sections on this form to enable in-text citations.
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Types of
Sources

Types of
Sources

7

Built-in
Journal
Article Search
or Paste URL

Paste URL

Manual Entry
Form for
News Article

8

Create your
own
reference
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Google Scholar
Add a reference using Google Scholar from within the Essayist App.
1. Open the Reference Manager and tap on the “+” button in the bottom
right corner.
2. Choose “Google Scholar”. A window will open where you can search using
Google Scholar.
3. Search for the title or author of the document.
4. Tap on the “Add to Essayist” button.
5. The source will be added to the Reference Manager.
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Import BibTeX
Find out more about BibTeX here.
1. Open the Reference Manager and tap on the “+” button in the bottom left
corner. Choose “More” from the list.
2. Tap on “Import BibTeX” at the bottom of the window.
3. If you already have your BibTeX content available you can copy and paste it
into the box and then tap “Import” in the top right corner.
4. Alternatively, if you have a BibTeX le on your device or iCloud, you can tap
on “Import BibTeX File…” to import that speci c le and then tap “Import”
in the top right corner.
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Editing, Deleting & Viewing a Reference
1. To edit a reference in the Reference Manager tap on the reference you
wish to edit.
2. To view a reference on the web swipe left on the reference and “View on
Web” button will appear if the source can be viewed on the web.
3. To delete a reference tap swipe left on the reference and “Delete.” You can
also use the “Edit” button in the top left corner.
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Sorting a Reference List
The reference list is automatically sorted according to the citation style. To
manually sort a reference list open the Reference Manager, turn off auto
sorting in the bottom right and then drag the references in the order you
want them.
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Settings & Export/Print
The second button on the Menu is the “More” button and opens the Settings.

Settings & Export/Print
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Extra Sections - Abstract, Appendix, etc.
To add an Abstract (APA only) or Appendix open Settings and tap on “Manage
Extra Sections.” Tap on the “+” in the bottom right corner and “Appendix” or
“Abstract”. The extra section will appear in your paper and you can edit
directly on the page.
Statistics - Word & Page Count
Page count and word count are automatically turned on when Essayist opens
and appears in the upper right corner. Page Count or Word Count can be
turned off in Settings under Statistics.
Customizations - Paper Size, Font & Backgrounds
When Essayist is open the default document is US Letter size, Times New
Roman Font and a basic background. These features can be managed in
Settings under Customizations. Paper size options are US Letter (8.5 x 11
inches) or A4 (8-1/4 x 11-3/4 inches). Font choices are Times New Roman (size
12) and Arial (size 11).
Citation Method (Chicago Only)
In Chicago/Turabian citation style you can choose between footnotes and
endnotes in the settings under Customizations.
Footnote Text Size (Chicago Only)
In Chicago/Turabian citation style you can choose the size of your footnotes.
There are two options: the default setting is size 12 in Times New Roman and
size 11 in Arial, and the small setting is size 10 in Times New Roman and size 9
for Arial.
Spelling
Spell Check, Auto Completion and Auto Capitalization can be turned on and
off in Settings under Spelling.
Help
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In Settings you can nd the Tutorial and FAQ or email us if you have further
questions or concerns.
Support Us
Review Essayist on the App Store or follow Essayist on Twitter.
Manage Subscription
Change or cancel your subscription in this section.
Export & Print
The More button is also where you can print or export your essay. Choose
between exporting to PDF or Word.

fi
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Add Figures, Tables and Musical Illustrations
The third button on the Menu (“+”) is where you add gures, tables and
musical instruments. Choose the medium you wish to add and ll out the
required elds. To edit a gure/table/musical illustration, tap on the gure in
the body of the essay.

Add Figures, Tables & Musical Instruments
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Text Formatting
The second last button on the Menu is the text formatting button (“Aa”). Here
you can nd pre-de ned paragraph styles such as ve different headings and
block quote, as well as bold, italicize and underline text or change the
indentation of the rst line in a paragraph.

Text Formatting
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The last button on the Menu is the Citation button. To add a formatted
citation you will rst need to add sources to the Reference Manager via the
rst button in the Menu.

Add Citation
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Citations

APA & MLA - Adding In-Text Citations
*To add an in-text citation, you must rst add sources to the Reference
Manager via the rst button on the Menu.*
In-text Citations can be added two ways:
1. When typing in the body section of the essay, add a bracket. A popover will
appear with a list of sources. Tap on the source you wish to use. You may
need to add extra information such as page numbers. You can also hide
the author or ignore the warning in the popover.
2. The last button on the Menu will also bring up a popover with a list of
sources.
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APA & MLA - Edit In-Text Citations
The page numbers, ignore the author, and ignore the warning can be edited
by tapping on the bracketed in-text citation. To edit the author delete the intext citation and add another bracket. In-text citations can also be added
manually by adding a bracket and simply typing in the author name and
page numbers (if applicable).
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Chicago/Turabian - Adding Footnotes/Endnotes
*To add a footnote/endnote, you must rst add sources to the Reference
Manager via the rst button on the Menu.*
The last button on the Menu will bring up a popover with a list of sources.
Choose your source and it will be automatically added as a footnote at the
bottom of the page or an endnote on the Notes page.
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Chicago/Turabian - Edit Footnotes/Endnotes
The page numbers, ignore the author, and ignore the warning can be edited
by tapping on the footnote at the bottom of the page or the endnote on the
Notes list. Alternatively, tap on the superscript to bring up the popover with
options. To edit the author delete the superscript and add another citation
using the last button on the Menu.
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iOS FAQ
What is essayist?
Essayist is a writing app that enables users to write MLA, APA & Chicago
(Turabian) style papers with ease.
How much does Essayist cost?
Essayist has two subscription options: $4.99 monthly which offers a 3 day free
trial and $29.99 yearly which offers a one-week free trial. *Prices may vary due
to tax laws and conversion rates in your region.*
Can I use Essayist on iOS and macOS?
Essayist is a universal app and can be used across both platforms.

Document Browser
How do I start a new essay?
Open the Essayist app and tap on “+ Create Essay”. Choose between APA,
MLA & Chicago/Turabian.

Document/Editor
How do I add my name/professor name/class/date?
There are four elds at the top of the rst page of the essay ready to ll out in
MLA. There are ve elds on the rst page of the essay ready to ll out in APA.
There are four elds to ll out on the rst page of the essay ready to ll out in
Chicago/Turabian.
How do I add my last name in the top right corner of each page in MLA?
Essayist automatically adds your last name to each page once you have lled
in the “Add Student Name…” eld at the top left of the rst page.
How do I add page numbers?
Essayist automatically adds page numbers to the top of each page.
How do I add a title in MLA?
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There is an “Add Title…” eld at the top centre of the rst page. Simply start
typing in this eld to add a title and Essayist will format it for you.
How do I add a title in APA?
There is an “Add Title…” eld in the centre of the rst page. Once you add your
title on the cover page, essayist will automatically add it to the rst page of
the essay.
How do I add a title in Chicago/Turabian?
There is an “Add Title…” eld in the centre of the rst page. Simply start typing
in this eld to add a title and Essayist will format it for you.
How do I Undo/Redo?
Tap anywhere in your essay. The keyboard will come up and the undo and
redo buttons are above the keyboard on the left. If you are using an external
keyboard you will nd these buttons in the bottom left corner of the screen.
How do I save an essay?
Essayist automatically saves your essays.
How do I switch to a different essay?
Tap on the “X” in the top left corner. You will be taken to the document
browser. Here you can choose to open a pre-existing document or create a
new one.

Reference Manager
How do I add a Works Cited/References/Bibliography page?
Essayist automatically adds a Works Cited/References/Bibliography page at
the end of the essay.
How do I format the Works Cited/References/Bibliography?
Essayist automatically formats the Work Cited/References/Bibliography for
you.
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How do I add a source to the Works Cited/References/Bibliography list?
Tap on the Reference Manager button on the Menu. The Reference Manager
will open. Tap on the “+” at the bottom left of the Reference Manager window
and choose the type of source you wish to add. Search Google Scholar, paste a
URL, search for a book or journal article or ll in the necessary elds on the
manual entry form and Essayist will automatically format the source for the
Works Cited/References/Bibliography. You can also copy and paste a source
from another website by choosing “Other” after tapping on the “+”.
What if I don’t see the type of source I’m using in the list in the Reference
Manager?
You can add any source by choosing “Other” in the sources list. You can copy
and paste the reference from another website or simply type it in. You will
need to add extra information (Author, Title, Short Title) in order to use this
reference for an in-text citation or footnote/endnote.
How do I import a BibTex reference?
Open the Reference Manager and tap on the “+” at the bottom left of the
window and choose “Import BibTex”. Tap on “Import BibTex File…” or paste
the BibTex content in the box.
How do I import a reference using Google Scholar?
Open the References Manager, tap the “+” at the bottom left and choose
Google Scholar from the list. Search for the source you wish to cite and tap on
the “Add to Essayist” button.
How do I add a source by pasting a URL?
Open the References Manager, tap the “+” at the bottom left and choose the
type of source you wish to add. Paste the URL of the source in the eld at the
top of the window.
How do I edit a source in the Works Cited/References/Bibliography list?
You can edit a source by opening the Reference Manager and tapping on the
source you wish to edit.
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How do I delete a source from the Works Cited/References/Bibliography?
You can delete a source by opening the Reference Manager and swiping left
on the source you wish to delete or use the “Edit” button in the top left to
delete multiple sources.
How do I reorder my Works Cited/References/Bibliography list?
Open the Reference Manager and turn off the Auto Sorting in the bottom
right corner. You can then drag the sources into the order you want.

Citations
APA & MLA - How do I add an in-text citation?
First you will need to add your source to the Reference Manager. You can
then add an in-text citation by either tapping the last button on the Menu or
you can simply type a bracket directly in the body of the essay and then
either “Add Reference” (if you haven’t added any references yet to the
Reference Manager) or simply tap on the source you wish to cite and then
add the page range (if applicable).
Chicago/Turabian - How do I add a footnote/endnote?
First you will need to add your source to the Reference Manager. You can
then add a footnote/endnote by tapping the last button on the Menu. A
popover will appear where you can either “Add Reference” (if you haven’t
added any references yet to the Reference Manager) or simply tap on the
source you wish to cite and then add the page range (if applicable). A
footnote will appear at the bottom of the page or a an endnote will appear on
the Notes page.
APA & MLA - How do I edit an in-text citation?
Tap on the in-text citation you wish to edit and a popover will come up with
some options to edit.
Chicago/Turabian - How do I edit a footnote/endnote?
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Tap on the footnote at the bottom of the page or the endnote on the Notes
page you wish to edit and a popover will come up with some options to edit.
You can also tap directly on the superscript.
Why is there a yellow warning icon in my citation?
The yellow warning icon indicates that you are missing the page range in
your citation. Click on the in-text citation or footnote/endnote to add the page
range or Ignore Warning if page range is not necessary.
What if I don’t need the author name in the citation?
Tap on the citation and turn on the Hide Author option.
How do I ignore a citation warning?
Tap on the citation and turn on the Ignore Warning option.
How do I change from footnotes to endnotes (Chicago/Turabian)?
Tap on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and “Settings.” Under
“Customizations” tap on “Citation Method.”
How do I change the size of the footnotes (Chicago/Turabian)?
Tap on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and “Settings.” Under
“Customizations” tap on “Footnote Text Size.”

More
How do I add an Abstract/Appendix?
Tap on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and “Settings” and
choose “Manage Extra Sections”. Tap the “+” button in the bottom left corner.
How do I see Word Count/Page Count?
Tap on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and “Settings” and
turn on the word count/page count to see it in the top right corner of the
screen while you are writing.
How do I add an Image/Table/Musical Illustration?
29

How do I add a Block Quote?
Tap on the “Aa” button on the Menu and choose “Block Quote” from the list of
options.
How do I add a Heading?
Tap on the “Aa” button on the Menu and choose the heading style you wish to
use.
How do I bold/underline/italicize text?
Tap on the “Aa” button on the Menu. At the bottom of the popover you will
nd these settings.
How do I indent a paragraph/remove an indentation?
Tap on the “Aa” button on the Menu. At the bottom of the popover you will
nd these settings.

Export & Print
How do I export my essay?
Tap on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and select Export and
choose PDF or Word. You may then choose to save your essay to your les
app or email it, etc.
How do I print my essay?
Tap on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and select Print.

30
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Tap on the “+” button on the Menu and choose “Image”, “Table”, or “Musical
Illustration”.

macOS
Getting Started
Creating a Document
1. Open Essayist. The Document Browser opens and here you can create a
new document or open an existing document.
2. Choose “New Document” to start a new document.
3. Choose Citation Style. Essayist currently supports APA Student Edition
(American Psychological Association 7th Edition), MLA (Modern Language
Association 8th Edition & 9th Edition), and Chicago Notes/Bibliography
(Turabian 9th Edition) citations styles. Click on the style you wish to use.
4. A document opens ready for you to start your essay.
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Start Writing - APA
1. There are six elds to be lled out on the title page of the blank document:
Title, Author(s), Af liation, Course, Instructor Name and Due Date. Once
you ll out the Title section on the title page, the title will automatically
appear on the rst page of the body of the essay. All sections are formatted
according to APA requirements.
2. Begin writing your essay in the “Start your essay here…” section on the
second page. Font is automatically set to Times New Roman size 12, line
spacing is double spaced and margins are 1 inch per APA standards.
Start Writing - MLA
1. There are ve elds to be lled out at the top of the blank document:
Student Name, Instructor Name, Course, Due Date and Title. As you ll out
the Student Name section, Essayist automatically adds your last name to
the header of each page, along with the page number. All sections are
formatted according to MLA requirements.
2. Begin writing your essay in the “Start your essay here…” section. Font is
automatically set to Times New Roman size 12, line spacing is double
spaced and margins are 1 inch per MLA standards.
Start Writing - Chicago
1. There are four elds to be lled out at the top of the blank document: Title,
Author(s), Course, and Due Date. All sections are formatted according to
Chicago/Turabian requirements.
2. Begin writing your essay in the “Start your essay here…” section on the
second page. Font is automatically set to Times New Roman size 12, line
spacing is double spaced and margins are 1 inch per Chicago standards.
References - APA
When you start a new document there will automatically be a References
page at the bottom of the essay. You do not edit anything on this page.
References are added via the Reference Manager ( rst button on the Menu)
and they will appear perfectly formatted on the References page.
Works Cited - MLA
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When you start a new document there will automatically be a Works Cited
page at the bottom of the essay. You do not edit anything on this page.
References are added via the Reference Manager ( rst button on the Menu)
and they will appear perfectly formatted on the Works Cited page.
Bibliography - Chicago/Turabian
When you start a new document there will automatically be a Bibliography
page at the bottom of the essay. You do not edit anything on this page.
References are added via the Reference Manager ( rst button on the Menu)
and they will appear perfectly formatted on the Bibliography page.
Page Numbers
Page numbers are automatically added at the top right of each page.
Saving a Document
Essayist automatically saves your work. You can also save with “command + S”
or File, Save.
Closing a Document
You can close an essay by clicking on the red X button in the top left corner.
Renaming a Document
Open the folder where you saved the document, right click and click
“Rename."
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Reference Manager
The Reference Manager is where you add, edit and sort sources. The
button at the top of the Menu opens the Reference Manager.

rst

Reference Manager

Adding a Reference
1. Open the Reference Manager.
2. Click the “+” button in the bottom left corner.
3. A few options will appear of different types of sources you can add. Click on
“More” if you don’t see the type of source you are looking for in the list.
4. Journal Article and Book have a built-in search feature. Search for the title
of the document and a list will appear. Click on the document you wish to
cite. The reference will automatically appear in the reference list.
5. Journal Articles and Books can also be added manually by clicking on
“Journal Article” or “Book” and then clicking on “Manual Entry" in the
bottom right corner.
6. Sources can be added manually by lling out the form for a speci c source
type or you have the option to paste the URL of the source at the top of the
form. Essayist will nd information from this URL and create a reference.
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7. You can create and format your own references by clicking on “Other”. You
can also paste a formatted reference from another site here. It is important
to ll out all the sections on this form to enable in-text citations.
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Types of
Sources

Built-in
Journal
Article
Search or
Paste URL
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Paste URL

News
Article
Manual
Entry Form

Create Your
Own
Reference
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Google Scholar
Add a reference using Google Scholar from within the Essayist App.
1. Open the Reference Manager and click on the “+” button in the bottom
right corner.
2. Choose “Google Scholar”. A window will open where you can search using
Google Scholar.
3. Search for the title or author of the document.
4. Click on the “Add to Essayist” button.
5. The source will be added to the Reference Manager.
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Import BibTeX
Find out more about BibTeX here.
1. Open the Reference Manager and click on the “+” button in the bottom left
corner. Choose “Import BibTeX” from the bottom of the list.
2. If you already have your BibTeX content available you can copy and paste it
into the box and then click “Import.”
3. Alternatively, if you have a BibTeX le on your device or iCloud, you can click
on “Import BibTeX File…” to import that speci c le and then click “Import.”
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Editing, Deleting & Viewing a Reference
1. To edit a reference in the Reference Manager double click on the reference
you wish to edit.
2. To view a reference on the web swipe left on the reference and “View on
Web” button will appear if the source can be viewed on the web.
3. To delete a reference swipe left on the reference and “Delete.”
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Sorting a Reference List
The reference list is automatically sorted according to the citation style. To
manually sort a reference list open the Reference Manager, turn off Auto
Sorting in the bottom right and then drag the references in the order you
want them.
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Settings & Export/Print
The second button on the Menu is the “More” button and opens the Settings.

Settings & Export/Print
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Extra Sections - Abstract, Appendix, etc.
To add an Abstract (APA only) or Appendix open Settings and click on “Extra
Sections.” Click on the “+” in the bottom left corner and “Appendix” or
“Abstract”. The extra section will appear in your paper and you can edit
directly on the page.
Statistics - Word & Page Count
Page count and word count is automatically turned on when Essayist opens
and appears in the upper right corner. Page Count or Word Count can be
turned off in Settings.
Customizations - Paper Size, Font & Backgrounds
When Essayist is open the default document is US Letter size, Times New
Roman Font and a basic background. These features can be managed in
Settings. Paper size options are US Letter (8.5 x 11 inches) or A4 (8-1/4 x 11-3/4
inches). Font choices are Times New Roman (size 12) and Arial (size 11)
Citation Method (Chicago Only)
In Chicago/Turabian citation style you can choose between footnotes and
endnotes in the settings under Customizations.
Footnote Text Size (Chicago Only)
In Chicago/Turabian citation style you can choose the size of your footnotes.
There are two options: the default setting is size 12 in Times New Roman and
size 11 in Arial, and the small setting is size 10 in Times New Roman and size 9
for Arial.
Spelling
Spell Check, Auto Completion and Auto Capitalization can be turned on and
off in Settings.
Backgrounds
To change the background open Settings and click on “Backgrounds.”
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Export & Print
The More button is also where you can print or export your essay. Choose
between exporting to PDF or Word.
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Add Figures, Tables and Musical Illustrations
The third button on the Menu (“+”) is where you add gures, tables and
musical instruments. Choose the medium you wish to add and ll out the
required elds. To edit a gure/table/musical illustration, click on the gure in
the body of the essay.

Add Figures, Tables & Musical Instruments
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Text Formatting
The second last button in the Menu is the text formatting button (“Aa”). Here
you can nd pre-de ned paragraph styles such as ve different headings and
block quote, as well as bold, italicize and underline text or change the
indentation of the rst line in a paragraph.

Text Formatting
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The last button on the Menu is the Citation button. To add a formatted
citation you will rst need to add sources to the Reference Manager via the
rst button in the Menu.

Add Citations
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Citations

APA & MLA - Adding In-Text Citations
*To add an in-text citation, you must rst add sources to the Reference
Manager via the rst button on the Menu.*
In-text Citations can be added two ways:
1. When typing in the body section of the essay, add a bracket. A popover will
appear with a list of sources. Click on the source you wish to use. You may
need to add extra information such as page numbers. You can also hide
the author or ignore the warning in the popover.
2. The last button on the Menu will also bring up a popover with a list of
sources.
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APA & MLA - Edit In-Text Citations
The page numbers, ignore the author, and ignore the warning can be edited
by clicking on the bracketed in-text citation. To edit the author delete the intext citation and add another bracket. In-text citations can also be added
manually by adding a bracket and simply typing in the author name and
page numbers (if applicable).
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Chicago/Turabian - Adding Footnotes/Endnotes
*To add a footnote/endnote, you must rst add sources to the Reference
Manager via the rst button on the Menu.*
The last button on the Menu will bring up a popover with a list of sources.
Choose your source and it will be automatically added as a footnote at the
bottom of the page or an endnote on the Notes page.
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Chicago/Turabian - Edit Footnotes/Endnotes
The page numbers, ignore the author, and ignore the warning can be edited
by clicking on the footnote at the bottom of the page or the endnote on the
Notes list. Alternatively, click on the superscript to bring up the popover with
options. To edit the author delete the superscript and add another citation
using the last button on the Menu.
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macOS FAQ
What is essayist?
Essayist is a writing app that enables users to write MLA, APA & Chicago
(Turabian) style papers with ease.
How much does Essayist cost?
Essayist has two subscription options: $4.99 monthly which offers a 3 day free
trial and $29.99 yearly which offers a one-week free trial. *Prices may vary due
to tax laws and conversion rates in your region.*
Can I use Essayist on iOS and macOS?
Essayist is a universal app and can be used across both platforms.

Document Browser
How do I start a new essay?
Open the Essayist app and click on “New Document”. Choose between APA,
MLA & Chicago/Turabian.

Document/Editor
How do I add my name/professor name/class/date?
There are four elds at the top of the rst page of the essay ready to ll out in
MLA. There are ve elds on the rst page of the essay ready to ll out in APA.
There are four elds to ll out on the rst page of the essay ready to ll out in
Chicago/Turabian.
How do I add my last name in the top right corner of each page in MLA?
Essayist automatically adds your last name to each page once you have lled
in the “Add Student Name…” eld at the top left of the rst page.
How do I add page numbers?
Essayist automatically adds page numbers to the top of each page.
How do I add a title in MLA?
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There is an “Add Title…” eld at the top centre of the rst page. Simply start
typing in this eld to add a title and Essayist will format it for you.
How do I add a title in APA?
There is an “Add Title…” eld in the centre of the rst page. Once you add your
title on the cover page, essayist will automatically add it to the rst page of
the essay.
How do I add a title in Chicago/Turabian?
There is an “Add Title…” eld at the top centre of the rst page. Simply start
typing in this eld to add a title and Essayist will format it for you.
How do I Undo/Redo?
Use “command + z” to undo and “shift + command + Z” to redo. Alternatively
you can nd redo and undo under the Edit button at the top of the screen.
How do I save an essay?
Essayists automatically saves your essays. You can also use “command + s” or
File, Save.

Reference Manager
How do I add a Works Cited/References/Bibliography page?
Essayist automatically adds a Works Cited/References/Bibliography page at
the end of the essay.
How do I format the Works Cited/References/Bibliography?
Essayist automatically formats the Work Cited/References/Bibliography for
you.
How do I add a source to the Works Cited/References/Bibliography list?
Click on the Reference Manager button on the Menu. The Reference Manager
will open. Click on the “+” at the bottom left of the Reference Manager
window and choose the type of source you wish to add. Search Google
Scholar, paste a URL, search for a book or journal article or ll in the necessary
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elds on the manual entry form and Essayist will automatically format the
source for the Works Cited/References/Bibliography. You can also copy and
paste a source from another website by choosing “Other” after clicking on the
“+”.
What if I don’t see the type of source I’m using in the list in the Reference
Manager?
You can add any source by choosing “Other” in the sources list. You can copy
and paste the reference from another website or simply type it in. You will
need to add extra information (Author, Title, Short Title) in order to use this
reference for an in-text citation.
How do I import a BibTex reference?
Open the Reference Manager and click on the “+” at the bottom left of the
window and choose “Import BibTex”. Click on “Import BibTex File…” or paste
the BibTex content in the box.
How do I import a reference using Google Scholar?
Open the References Manager, click the “+” at the bottom left and choose
Google Scholar from the list. Search for the source you wish to cite and click
on the “Add to Essayist” button.
How do I add a source by pasting a URL?
Open the References Manager, click the “+” at the bottom left and choose the
type of source you wish to add. Paste the URL of the source at the top of the
window.
How do I edit a source in the Works Cited/References/Bibliography list?
You can edit a source by opening the Reference Manager and clicking on the
source you wish to edit.
How do I delete a source from the Works Cited/References/Bibliography?
You can delete a source by opening the Reference Manager and swiping left
on the source you wish to delete or use the “Edit” button in the top left to
delete multiple sources.
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How do I reorder my Works Cited/References/Bibliography list?
Open the Reference Manager and turn off the Auto Sorting in the bottom
right corner. You can then drag the sources into the order you want.

Citations
APA & MLA - How do I add an in-text citation?
First you will need to add your source to the Reference Manager. You can
then add an in-text citation by either clicking the last button on the Menu or
you can simply type a bracket directly in the body of the essay and then
either “Add Reference” (if you haven’t added any references yet to the
Reference Manager) or simply click on the source you wish to cite and then
add the page range (if applicable).
Chicago/Turabian - How do I add a footnote/endnote?
First you will need to add your source to the Reference Manager. You can
then add a footnote/endnote by clicking the last button on the Menu. A
popover will appear where you can either “Add Reference” (if you haven’t
added any references yet to the Reference Manager) or simply click on the
source you wish to cite and then add the page range (if applicable). A
footnote will appear at the bottom of the page or a an endnote will appear on
the Notes page.
APA & MLA - How do I edit an in-text citation?
Click on the in-text citation you wish to edit and a popover will come up with
some options to edit.
Chicago/Turabian - How do I edit a footnote/endnote?
Click on the footnote at the bottom of the page or the endnote on the Notes
page you wish to edit and a popover will come up with some options to edit.
You can also click directly on the superscript.
Why is there a yellow warning icon in my citation?
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The yellow warning icon indicates that you are missing the page range in
your citation. Click on the in-text citation or footnote/endnote to add the page
range or Ignore Warning if page range is not necessary.
What if I don’t need the author name in the citation?
Click on the citation and turn on the Hide Author option.
How do I ignore a citation warning?
Click on the citation and turn on the Ignore Warning option.
How do I change from footnotes to endnotes (Chicago/Turabian)?
Click on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and “Settings.”
Under “Customizations” click on “Citation Method.”
How do I change the size of the footnotes (Chicago/Turabian)?
Click on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and “Settings.”
Under “Customizations” click on “Footnote Text Size.”

More
How do I add an Abstract/Appendix?
Click on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and “Settings” and
choose “Manage Extra Sections”. Click the “+” button in the bottom left corner.
How do I see Word Count/Page Count?
Click on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and “Settings” and
turn on the word count/page count to see it in the top right corner of the
screen while you are writing.
How do I add an Image/Table/Musical Illustration?
Click on the “+” button on the Menu and choose “Image”, “Table”, or “Musical
Illustration”.
How do I add a Block Quote?
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Click on the “Aa” button on the Menu and choose “Block Quote” from the list
of options.
How do I add a Heading?
Click on the “Aa” button on the Menu and choose the heading style you wish
to use.
How do I bold/underline/italicize text?
Click on the “Aa” button on the Menu. At the bottom of the popover you will
nd these settings. Alternatively you can use command + b/i/u.
How do I indent a paragraph/remove an indentation?
Click on the “Aa” button on the Menu. At the bottom of the popover you will
nd these settings.

Export & Print
How do I export my essay?
Click on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and select Export
and choose PDF or Word. You may then choose to save your essay to your
les app or email it, etc.
How do I print my essay?
Click on the “More” button (second button on the Menu) and select Print.
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